Vinyl Decal Application Instructions
Your decal consists of 3 layers
Top layer
Clear transfer tape
Middle layer
Decal
Bottom layer
Paper backing

<<<<<<<<<<< >>>>>>>>>>>
Helpful Tips






Do not apply to hot or very
cold surfaces.
Measure your space before
applying.
Decals are not reusable once
applied. Apply with care and
patience.
After removing decal from
envelope, lay flat and smooth
out with a credit or gift card
prior to application.

1. Clean surface and allow to dry.
2. Position the 3-layer decal on the item you will apply
it to.
3. Secure the decal to the surface by adding two to
three strips of masking tape to the edge of the decal.
4. Using the tape strips as a hinge, flip the decal upside
down to expose the paper backing.
5. Carefully peel away paper backing from transfer tape
and decal. Hold decal away from surface.
6. With an old credit card or gift card, start smoothing
decal onto surface from the top down.
7. Gently peel one corner of the transfer tape away
from the decal, and pull at an angle.
8. If decal doesn’t separate from transfer tape, use card
to push back down on surface and try again.
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